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Self Publishing
vs Traditional

Pros
Full creative control
Much faster time to publication than
traditional
All profits go directly to you

Cons
No hand holding or help, so you have
to find your own way
No quality control, you will need to
get an editor and edit a lot on your
own to compete with traditionally
published books that have gone
through quality control
Can be harder to get into the big
bookstores

Self-Publishing
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Self Publishing
vs Traditional

Pros
Easier to get your book into big
bookstores
Easier to schedule book tours due to
the validity of being backed by a
publisher
You get guidance from the publishing
team team

Cons
You do not have full creative control
Long path to publishing:
editor>querying>agent>publisher

querytracker.com
pitchwars.org/pitmad
Getting feedback on your query letter

 queryshark.blogspot.com 

Traditional Publishing

Querying Resources

http://querytracker.com/
http://pitchwars.org/pitmad
http://queryshark.blogspot.com/
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Marketing

6 months of promotion 
3 months ahead - Release Week - 3
Months after

If you have a series - every 3-5 months
send new readers back to the first book
with sales, etc.
Price countdowns, Paid ads, Discounts,
Giveaways, Online Book Tours, Book
Trailers - all of these are getting popular
again
Make sure you are also marketing
yourself as well as your book - the earlier
you start this the easier it will be to
market your book
Seek genuine support and give genuine
support
Join a community!

Creating a buzz and keeping it
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Marketing

This is part of your branding
Need to be able to see it from 5 ft away
and read everything
Needs to stand out on a bookshelf
If you have a series you need to have
consistent covers
Make sure you’re looking at your genre
and current trends for covers, it changes
every few years or so 

Bethany Atazadeh has a YouTube video
on this and why some books/series
“rebrand” themselves, so that you are
not stuck with the same cover

Gift a free book to a reader in return for a
review on Amazon and Goodreads
REVIEWS ARE EVERYTHING
The more reviews the more visibility

Cover design

ARC readers
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Marketing

Amazon Reviews
20-25 reviews = books appears in ‘also
purchased’
50-70 reviews amazon highlights the
book for spotlight positions

Positive reviews on GoodReads could
mean your book could get picked up by
bookstores

START RIGHT NOW
Digital Marketing Options

Social Media 
Youtube Author Account
Facebook & Instagram
Pinterest - make call to actions
Book Blogs
Paid Adverts

ARC readers

Digital Marketing
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Publishing
Companies 

Pros
You are listed as the publisher, you
reserve complete control over how you
publish and where you publish. 
With Amazon, you can’t use that ISBN
outside of Amazon. Bookbub, B&N,
etc. means that all your eggs are in one
basket. 
You are associated with your book by
the Library of Congress, etc. 
Same ISBN for your book, regardless
of platform
Taxes/legal - possibly gain recognition
as a small press, if you want to go that
way on other projects

Should you create your own publishing
company?
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Publishing
Companies 

Cons
Costs (creating your business, ISBNs)
Can be a bit time consuming or
confusing when setting everything up
(Sole Proprietorship, Corporation,
Partnership)
Have to take taxes into consideration

Bowker - only place in US you can buy
ISBN numbers ($125 for 1 or $295 for 10)
ISBN Canada--Library & Archives (FREE!)
Nielsen ISBN Store (UK, Ireland, or a
British Territory £89 for 1 or £164 for 10)
International ISBN Agency (cost varies)

Should you create your own publishing
company?

ISBNs - where to buy
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